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NEW QUESTION: 1
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A. 50 TB
B. 4 TB
C. 10 TB
D. 25 TB
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What kind of Citrix traffic is AppTransaction Xpert able to
decode? (Select 2)
A. Not encrypted

B. Basic encryption
C. RC5 (40 bit)
D. RC5 (128 bit)
E. RC5 (128 bit) login only
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the only experienced network engineer for a small
independently owned chain of companies, Cisco Inc. The CEO
wants to have all the offices interconnected to the head office
due to most IT personnel being based at the head office. Cisco
wants a simple network topology where branch offices are to
connect to regional offices and regional offices will connect
to the head office.
The headquarters consists of a large campus. To be cost
effective, the CEO does not want redundant links. Also, they
want maximum throughput for the branch offices and little or no
overhead traffic.
Which routing option would you suggest for the small office?
A. Dynamic routing, hybrid protocol
B. Variable length subnetwork masking protocol
C. Multi protocol label switching protocol
D. Dynamic routing distance vector protocol
E. Static routing protocol
Answer: E
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